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LILOU: Hello my beautiful co-creators! Lilou here on the beautiful island of Kauai in Hawaii and I
wanted to send you much love and blessings from this amazing island. I just came back from Maui and
I’m in Kauai right now. I’m very much enjoying this island for its beauty, for the people, for the
connections, definitely a powerful, beautiful place here on earth in the middle of the ocean. I’m
very, very grateful for this moment. And I wanted to do this video because I’m reading right now the
book of Dr. Wayne Dyer which is fulfilled. I have interviewed Dr. Wayne Dyer and a year ago on Maui
and this is all about manifesting in the art, actually mastering the art of manifesting. And I’m not
reading that much anymore because I’m, as you know I’m traveling and interviewing all those
amazing authors and interviewed a year ago Dr. Wayne Dyer. Right now he’s out of town, he’s in
Greece, he’s in Europe enjoying his time and so unfortunately I won’t be able to interview him on
this book at least in person right now but we’re in contact. He put me recently in touch with Ram Dass
and I’m so thrilled to have, for this connection, and Anita Moorjani because of that and all the
wonderful things that have emerged out of meeting him again and have connecting and I feel
blessed to be doing the work that I love and everyday I’m so amazed about the synchronicities of life
and how beautiful beings we are. And this book, I saw it , I heard Wayne talking at the I Can Do It
Conference in Glasgow 2 weeks ago. I’m seeing the book and I have to read this book and I really
didn’t have such a feeling for a while and same thing for attending seminars and attending
conferences because I’m always interviewing people and running right, lef and doing all these things
and to just be there in that space with so many other people. I think we were 700 or 900 and to hear
and to see Wayne on stage and to hear Sonia Choquette and David Hamilton right there was really,
really inspiring and I’m so grateful for this gathering and I’m so grateful for Wayne’s book because a
year ago he was actually working on this book and finishing it. I think he mentioned it really briefly in

the interview I had done with him but to read it, I profoundly connected with it because I’ve been, as
you know quite attracted to the law of attraction and understanding your thoughts and it’s been a
growing path, it’s been, how do I say this, I’ve been evolving so much from that from my
understanding of what it is to now, how I can co-create and how we’re just magnificent creators and
my creations are not coming from the same place I feel, before that they were ego-driven and now
they’re so much, I’m so grateful and in the flow and I feel part of this magnificence and I feel that we
are all p part and as Wayne described we are God and we have that God innocence within us. And it’s
even a word that I could have barely used some years ago and now when I read his book, I really got
that when we want something to manifest, when it’s really, truly from the heart. And this is my
interpretation, this is not his words but we have to bathe it with love and blessing and of course
God’s love is all the same and this magnificent, beautiful, loving energy. And when we bathe, when
we really truly the manifestation of the heart and we just bathe it and envelope it with love and at
the end, after just, I intend to manifest, I want to manifest or as Wayne said, more powerfully, I am
perfect health, I am genius, I am creation, I am really owning it and not owning but being that and we
are that. when we additionally to that, just like bring love and bathe it with love, I feel it’s really,
really, really, not the final thought, but really something that, oh my goodness I haven’t done and I’m
really, really excited by that little, tiny detail which is a big one and it helps to, I feel release and it
helps to let go and to really accept and bless and bring that blessing into manifestation. So this is one
of the things I got out of this book. I can’t even tell you how many things I’ve been just underlining
everywhere. Wayne, you’re brilliant, you’re really brilliant, I really highly respect you as a teacher
because you’re walking the talk and I think we really have to be not harder with the spiritual teachers
but really follow and listen to the people and read the books of the people that we truly honour and
respect and you’re one of them and I really feel we should really listen deep inside instead of
jumping from one teacher to the next or not even that but you just really before doing the practices
or wanting to put a life in the hand of somebody, if it’s a healing, then you should really check inside
and follow our heart and make sure that it’s really what feels right because it’s so precious and there
are so many beautiful things in this work and my heart desire is we all expand in these amazing
beings that we are and we see that we are love and that so many things are possible and that yeah we
are love and it’s such a blessing to be sharing these videos, to be able to post these interviews for
you, to be able to learn and grow all of us together and more and more people are connected, more
and more people are growing and expanding really fast all around the world and I’m really, really,

really, really happy. I’m really happy to see it, to witness, to be part of it, to share, to step in the
unknown, to love more and more all those aspects of myself that I didn’t wanna love before, to voice
it out, to be authentic, I think to me there is no better feeling than a feeling of being free and
authentic and real and honest with ourselves, with the people that we love. Gosh, it feels good. It’s
just real. I welcome that to life and I send you much love from beautiful Kauai and I wish you an
amazing, amazing day. Bye.
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